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Abstract :  Cloud computing technology had developed extensively over the past decade. Most of the organizational computing 

and data storage had moved on to the cloud environment. Researchers are conducting extensive research to improve cloud 

computing environment. They are focusing on the virtualization, cloud security, networks, QOS. The data access control becomes 

a challenging issue in cloud storage systems. Traditional models includes DAC (Discretionary Access Control), MAC (Mandatory 

Access Control), RBAC (Role based access control), task based access control (TBAC) and ABAC (Attribute Based Access 

Control) model. Risk based access control method is also used in multilevel organization. Paper presents a risk based access 

control method that enhances security in cloud environment based on various risk parameters. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Cloud computing is an emerging technology whose growth is on a rise and is being widely adopted by various IT conglomerate 

companies such as Google, IBM, Salesforce.com. It combines many technologies such as utility computing, grid computing, 

virtualization, etc..  Cloud computing leverages the advantages of these technologies and provides many benefits that include low 

investment cost, large storage, faster computations, virtualization, etc. Users store and share their data and information on the 

cloud and are able to access it from anywhere, anytime on a pay-per-use basis. Since the cloud service provider uses the multi 

tenancy model [24], the outsourced data in it is accessible to multiple users. Thus, there is a high threat to the security of 

outsourced data in the cloud. Also, the cloud service providers and the data owners are most likely to be in different domains.  

The purpose of access control is to restrict access by an accessing subject to an accessed object and to make information 

resources accessible within the legal scope [20]. There are basically three components in the access control model: subject, object 

and access control policy. The subject is an active entity that makes the access request and, therefore, is the initiator of the access 

action. The object is a passive entity that receives access to other entities and, therefore, is the recipient of the access action. 

Access control policy is the set of access rules of the subject to the object. Fig 1 shows, the main elements and the process of 

making authorization decisions through access control [12][8][17].  

 
Fig. 1: Process of access control mechanism.[12] 

We have done an in-depth requirement analysis to find the fundamental access control requirements  for cloud computing [2]. 

They are  –Dynamic performance and mobility features [15], Authentication [22], Trust  [15], Scalability [4], Heterogeneity [16], 

Quality of service [11], Interoperability [23], Flexibility in attribute management [13], Virtualization and sharing of physical 

resources [18], Assign and ease of privileges [9], Delegation of capabilities [26], Operational and situational awareness [5]. 

Taxonomy of cloud service security in various fields are given in Fig 2. A typical organization's security framework provided 

by IBM represents that, the organization’s security policy should be driven by one of the important security controls that is 

identity and access management [29]. Identity and access management should ensure that only valid users can have authorized 

access to the corporate data that can reside across applications. The users accessing the cloud can have various roles such as 

developer, administrator, IT manager, quality approver, and others, or they may be outside the enterprise such as partners, 

vendors, customers, and outsourced business or support staff. Beach [25] has presented  a governance model which is based on 

Role-based Access Control (RBAC) policies, enabling dynamic modification of access rights associated with data objects based 

on activities and responsibilities (“roles”) within a virtual enterprise, assigned to subjects within the system. 
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Figure 2: Taxonomy of cloud services security [21] 

 
 

II. RELATED WORK 

Cloud computing technology had developed extensively over the past decade. Most of the organizational computing and data 

storage had moved on to the cloud environment. Researchers are conducting extensive research to improve cloud computing 

environment. They are focusing on the virtualization, cloud security, networks, QOS. Cloud computing is a Utility model with 

high availability and reduced operational cost with higher flexibility and provides services on demand. [3]. Cloud consumers are 

not required to purchase any additional hardware and software. Cloud service provider (CSP) must ensure the security of the data 

and services hosted by customers/clients on the cloud. One such popular technique to restrict access to the stored data is through 

“access control”. Access control techniques ensure confidentiality of the data by restricting access only to the authorized users 

[28].  

 

 
Figure 3: Functional view of main access control methods [21]. 

The basic models are not sufficient for the dynamic cloud environment [28][14]. Functional view of MAC, DAC, RBAC, 

ABAC model is shown in Fig 3. Summary of various access control mechanism, security aspects and their issues are shown in 

Table 1: 
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TABLE I 

SUMMARY OF VARIOUS ACCESS CONTROL MECHANISM 

MODELS MERITS DEMERITS 

Mandatory 

access control 

It gives more security in accessing the 

Resources. 

It has less flexible environment to 

process the access rights. It is difficult 

to implement. 

Discretionary 

access control 

The data owner controls the data access 

policy. Hence it provides more flexibility 

than MAC. 

It provides less security. 

Role based 

access control 

1) It is easy to use and simple. 

2) The major cloud computing based on 

RBAC are open stack, AWS and 

Microsoft Azure. 

3) The policies specifications are simple. 

4) The manageability is simple. 

5) Trust is globally. 

1) Role explosion. 

2) Without changing the rules the access 

of a particular entity is not possible. 

3) It has administrative, data abstraction 

issues. 

4) No considerations environment 

attributes. 

5) Not well suited for a highly 

distributed environment. 

Attribute 

access control 

1) It has fine grained access control. 

2) It is very flexible and expandable with 

a potential of increasing the higher users. 

3) There is no role explosion and role 

permission explosion problem. 

1) The policies specifications are 

complex. 

2) The manageability’s are complex. 

3) Trust is locally. 

4) Sometimes attributes of subjects do 

not match than those of objects. 

Hybrid model          ( 

RBAC + ABAC ) 

1) It is more fine-grained access model. 

2) It reduces to number of attributes 

available in the process. Hence simplify 

the user – permission relationships. 

1) Implementation is complex. 

2) Time Consuming. 

 

In Attribute-Based Encryption (ABE) model user is allowed to access the data using user attributes [1]. The private key and 

secret key are generated using user attributes. Private keys are shared with consumers satisfying data owner defined access policy. 

Data owner defines access policy based on user attributes. User having the private key only can decrypt the cipher text. The major 

disadvantage with ABE is that the data owner has to use the public key of all the users to encrypt the data for storage on the cloud. 

To overcome the said problem various access control models are proposed based on ABE. We will be discussing few of them. 

In Key policy Attribute-based Encryption (KP-ABE) access control model cipher text is associated with a set of user attributes 

and the private key is associated with access structure [1]. In Ciphertext-Policy Attribute-Based Encryption (CP-ABE) model 

cipher text is associated with access structure and the private key is associated with a set of user attributes [19]. A user can 

decrypt the cipher text only when the user attributes satisfies the access structure associated with the ciphertext. In risk based 

access control, they will deal with risk parameters [7].  Lakshmi et al [16] implements risk based access control. They have taken 

into consideration several parameters that assess the individual's risk. Access is provided to the user only if his/her risk value is 

lesser than the threshold risk. In this research work, they have considered risk parameters and calculated two types of risk i.e. 

Current risk value and Threshold risk value. This proposed module is static in nature. The dynamic and adaptive risk based access 

control modules require slight modification and enhancement of the static risk based access control since it is the foundation for 

working of the two. 

Usually, researcher uses eight parameters to calculate the final risk value - Year of Experience, Designation, Defect Level, 

Referal Index, Location Index, Time Index, Appraisal Factor & Probationary Period[7]. This model allows the discard of non-

authorized users based on a computed and updated risk metric, which allows preventing intrusions targeting the cloud network. The 

basic idea behind this model is to enhance the security of the access control procedure in cloud system. By implementing RBAC 

combined with the concept of risk and trust[27]. Table 2 shows contrast results of common access control methods on various 

factors [6]. 

 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

Proposed research work is a hierarchal system with enhanced risk parameters. It will contains new  risk parameter system 

properties like network, operating system, browser type, type of service used and user access history. Proposed system will 

calculate risk by accessing user access past behaviour.  System parameters play an important role in calculating risk along with 

parameters like year of experience, designation, defect level, referral index, location index, appraisal factor and probationary period 

of users. Other attributes like pattern of date and time to access, machine, type of network, operating system, etc. are also important 

to take risk into account.  Proposed system will have a feature of continuous system monitoring. Continuous system monitoring 

will guide risk engine to learn about users and decides, calculate risk and decide which type of authentication method will use to 

check user. 
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The proposed framework is given in figure below: 

 

 
Figure 4: Proposed Model 

IV. RESULT 

The proposed system uses following parameters to calculate the final risk value: 

 Years of Experience 

 Designation 

 Defect Level 

 Referral Index 

 Location Index 

 Time Index 

 Appraisal Factor 

 Probationary Period 

 System Parameters 

For principal role comparison between existing and proposed system is shown below with various attributes, in which different 

colours lines show different values of attributes generated on login: 

 
Figure 5: Different attributes with existing solution for role principal 

 

 
Figure 6: Different attributes with proposed solution for role principal 
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V. CONCLUSION 

After evaluating result, it is shown that enhanced risk based access control with enhanced system attributes contributed to 

provide solution for cloud access control. Especially these systems are very much important for enterprise and hierarchal cloud 

organization.  Proposed system is capable of risk as well as role based access control on cloud. Proposed system is robust as well 

as scalable. Admin can increase level of hierarchy as well as roles whenever required. Access control for intrusion prevention is a 

basic condition of any information system. It is already becoming a hot topic in the field of services security.  
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